
Why Read This Quick Take
Since 1998, firms operating across the Atlantic have used the US-EU Safe Harbor agreement as 
a means to lawfully transfer data concerning EU citizens to the US. However, on October 6, the 
European Court of Justice (ECJ) ruled that the Safe Harbor agreement is invalid. In this report, we 
provide security and risk (S&R) professionals an overview of the ruling, implications for their firms’ 
digital business strategy, and advice on what to do about it.

Before You Panic, Understand The Implications Of The Court’s Ruling
Despite the tough stand the court has taken, and the media headlines, this ruling doesn’t mean that 
companies can no longer use Safe Harbor to transfer data across the Atlantic.1 However, the judgment 
does have significant consequences, as it:

 › Extends the scrutiny of the EU into US business practices. EU national data protection 
authorities (DPAs) can assess each single transfer of EU citizens’ data to the US whenever a claim 
is brought to the attention of the DPA. This means that even those businesses that comply with 
the scheme can be subject to investigation whenever an EU DPA considers it appropriate to do so. 
And these investigations can be started and carried out without any direct involvement of the FTC, 
which might also run parallel actions.

 › Grants the EU the power to stop any business from transferring EU data at any time. As 
the ECJ has declared the Safe Harbor agreement invalid, any DPA can now effectively impede 
businesses from transferring EU citizens’ data to the US. The implications of this decision can be 
massive for any business operating across the two jurisdictions. The number of firms that can store 
and/or process EU data locally is very limited, making their business exclusively dependent on the 
ability to transfer to the other side of the Atlantic.
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 › Opens the door to legal bottlenecks and endless disputes. The ECJ charged DPAs with an 
additional cumbersome task. The time and resources necessary to assess data transfers on a case-
by-case basis are relevant. The judgment can, in practice, paralyze the activity of the DPAs and 
engage businesses in endless legal battles. Consumers might feel stronger against big tech giants 
abusing their privacy, but, in reality, the legal bottleneck that this judgment creates could make them 
worse off as DPAs will need to devote a great deal of existing resources to deal with this new task.

 › Provides incentive for inversion deals and acquisitions. Think of it as privacy arbitrage. In 
a privacy inversion deal, it’s conceivable that a US-based company merges with an EU-based 
company and moves its entire customer data center operations to Europe. Since Safe Harbor rules 
only apply to European citizens, the company would meet EU Safe Harbor rules for EU citizens and 
could still share US customer data back and forth across the Atlantic as needed. This alone would 
not be the sole justification for a merger. Yet, as companies almost always look to exploit regulatory 
differences, it’s an added benefit to such an action. Alternatively, marketing vendors may then 
scoop up EU-based marketing tech and agency firms to service their multinational clients.

S&R Pros Must Prepare Their Businesses For More Radical Changes To Safe Harbor

The ECJ judgment is a death sentence for the Safe Harbor scheme. Although companies can still use it 
today, the court has stressed there are flaws in the scheme that cannot be reconciled with EU privacy 
rules. The ruling calls for more radical changes to the agreement, which will include:

 › Limitations for data collection by US public authorities. none of the requirements of Safe 
Harbor apply to US public authorities, which have so far disregarded the agreement. However, the 
court made clear that this kind of interference undermines the basic principle of privacy as set by 
the European Charter of Human Rights. A revised regulation that includes purpose limitation and 
data minimization principles in the way US public authorities collect EU personal data has been 
nearly finalized.2 The “umbrella agreement” also provides EU citizens with the opportunity to seek 
judicial redress in the US for privacy breaches.3

 › A far-reaching right to be forgotten. The ongoing legal battle between Google and the French DPA 
on the applicability of the right to be forgotten outside of the EU will be probably the first and last of 
this kind.4 In fact, the ECJ called for the inclusion of a new right to be forgotten within Safe Harbor. As 
such, it will force companies in the US to delete EU personal data from their US-based systems.5

 › More constraints on third-party data-sharing. Currently, Safe Harbor doesn’t limit the ability of 
firms to share data with third parties. Moreover, if the third party doesn’t comply with the scheme, 
none of its privacy requirements apply. The EU has several times criticized this arrangement, and 
it will likely address it in the revised version of the agreement.6 Companies willing to share EU 
citizens’ data with third parties will need to become more transparent with their EU customers 
about these practices and rely on their consent before engaging in third-party data-sharing.
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Recommendations

S&R Pros Can Mitigate The Risks Of A Damaging Privacy Investigation
Privacy investigations damage businesses not only because of hefty regulatory fines, but also because 
they negatively affect brand reputation and customers’ trust. But companies that rely on Safe Harbor to 
keep their data flowing across the Atlantic must also add to this list the costs and the ability to remediate 
the operational disruption that a sudden suspension of data transfer could cause to their business. S&R 
professionals must consider alternative ways for mitigating these risks; for example, you should:

1. Consider Binding Corporate Rules (BCRs). BCRs for a company, once approved by the EU, 
ensure that all data transfers from the corporation have adequate levels of protection.7 However, 
it’s likely BCRs overall will invite more scrutiny from DPAs as well, due to the language of requiring 
“best efforts.”8 In 2015, the Article 29 Working Party also issued new guidance on BCRs for data 
processors, specifically when it comes to disclosure to law enforcement agencies.9

2. Consider model contract clauses. Model contract clauses include stringent provisions set forth 
by the European Commission that allow for personal data transfer.10 Yet, there are limitations to 
these ad hoc clauses: Companies adopting them must notify the relevant DPA before each data 
transfer, adding a lot more paperwork. Only companies that gained the Article 29 Data Protection 
Working Party’s seal of approval for their contractual clauses are exempted from these notification 
requirements.11

3. Evaluate your data privacy policy and control alignment. The EU Directive requires “adequate 
level of protection” and does not provide a checklist of controls. Evaluate the data use and privacy 
policies of your firm, and assess whether you have the necessary controls to enforce the conditions 
of these policies. For example, end-to-end encryption and tokenization are means to kill your data 
and render it useless to nonauthorized entities. Controlling and managing the encryption keys to 
your data grants you an additional layer of control. Data loss prevention (DLP) solutions can help to 
enforce policies for data movement.

4. Implement a data privacy program and appropriate oversight. If you don’t have a data privacy 
program and someone to oversee it, it’s time to start. The complexity and coordination involved with 
aligning business operations with privacy laws, developing internal standards for data use, liaising 
with regulators, ensuring that data use and controls align with policies, identifying privacy’s role in 
incident response, and building a privacy culture require dedicated attention.
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What It Means

Privacy And Data Transfer Require All Hands On Deck
S&R pros can’t expect to adequately address the implications of this ruling and the future of Safe 
Harbor alone. You must:

 › Know your data. Your company will need to know its data to meet requirements, establish data 
controls, and enable alternative strategies like BCRs. Address the following seven questions with 
the help of business units that use data as well as technology management: 1) Where is your 
company’s data? 2) What has your firm collected that is considered personal data? 3) Why do you 
have this data? 4) What is this data used for? 5) How was it collected? 6) What was communicated 
to individuals when you collected their personal data? and 7) Do you have their consent for its 
intended use?

 › Document your data controls and processes. Getting your house in order now means you’ll be 
better prepared to adjust and make the necessary changes to meet EU data transfer requirements 
as well as respond in a timely manner to business partner and DPA inquiries. Realize that it’s not 
just about knowing your customer data, it’s employee data, too. For example, some companies 
relied on Safe Harbor for transfer of employee data; did yours?12

 › Partner with your marketing colleagues. While S&R typically has established relationships with 
compliance and legal counsel, marketing teams will also be a critical partner to ensure vendor 
compliance. Remember that your firm’s marketing vendors are subject to this ruling as well. S&R 
pros should partner with their marketing colleagues — digital marketing and customer insights, in 
particular — to evaluate current vendors’ practices and ability to respond to the ruling. In particular, 
pay close attention to database marketing services providers (MSPs), customer engagement/
relationship agencies, data management platforms, and customer analytics vendors.13
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